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Do you use variable rates?

When was the last time they have changed?

• Topics we’ll cover…

• Supported types

• How to change your index

• Reports
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Presentation Notes
Questions to ask yourself – does your credit union use variable rates?  If yes, then what kind of variable rate are you using?  And if they need to be updated, do you know how to accomplish that?Rates have not changed since 2008 – so there is a chance you may have forgotten a step or two.  Today we’ll cover supported rate types, how to change the index and the reports you’ll want to run afterward.  This slide deck will also be posted on LenderVP.com 



Update Rates
 Frequently used for “introductory rates”

 Designed to be in place for a period of time when the loan is first 
created, and then “updated” to a different type of variable rate at a 
later date.

 Updates are automatic. 
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Presentation Notes
Most often associated with introductory ratesMbr receives a special rate for a short period, and then the account becomes a standard variable rate loan after that point. These changes are automaticThis type of rate is always non-indexed meaning it is a fixed rate not tied to Prime



Groups
 This variable rate is a “blanket” type of code, meaning that all loans 

coded with a Group code work and update the same. 

 When a change is made to the rate on the Group code configuration, 
on the effective date of the change the system will update all loans 
that have that Group code. 
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Presentation Notes
Just as the name implies…this method associates groups of loans together.  When the rate code configuration change is made, all loan rates in the group will update Changes to Group rates can either be indexed or non-indexedLoans can be updated either automatically during beginning of-day processing or manually via a menu option that will process the loans on demand. 



Contract
 Typically associated with the more sophisticated and complex 

products. 

 Records update based upon their own individual configurations 
combined with the variable rate code configuration. 

 Contract codes not only let you record individual parameters for each 
member’s loan, they also let you notify your members that a rate 
change is coming, before the change actually takes place. 
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Contract rates are typically associated with complex loan products such as adjustable rate mortgages. When a change is made, unlike the group loans, these loans update independently by loan account. What that means is if I have a loan with a rate that can update annually on my anniversary it will happen on that anniversary regardless of what any of the other contract loans are doing.   If you make a change to the index today and my anniversary isn’t for three months, my rate won’t change until that time.  Changes to Contract rates can either be indexed or non-indexed



Mini Contracts
 This feature lets you configure a Group variable rate code that for the most 

part behaves exactly like other Group codes, with some very important 
differences:

 Rate change caps can be set up to limit the member’s exposure to large rate 
changes. You can define a per-change cap, an annual change cap, and a 
lifetime change cap, for each individual loan. 

 Possibility to change every month based on Prime
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Presentation Notes
Mini contracts are really a blend of both group and contract rates.  This product is looked at as the best of both worlds when a Group variable rate code isn’t quite right, but Contract variable rates are little too complex.Rate change limits or caps are often viewed as the most desirable feature of this rate code.  This means the rate can only increase by a set maximum each time – this will prevent spikes in loan rates and of course payments associated with said loans.  This is an indexed rate typically linked to Prime. 



Prime Changed… 
Now What? 

 Determine your variable rate code configuration

 See all codes at a glance on the main configuration page – MNCNFX #19



Rate Changes with an Index
 Loan Products Configuration menu

 Select option #2



Locating your Index

 If your codes are tied to an index…



Calculate & Schedule Index Change
 Enter your new rate and effective date



Non-Index Variable Rate Codes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll have to go into each variable rate code and change individually if they are not indexed. 



Changes are Complete.  
Confirm your Work. 
 Print your loan variable rate configuration report

 MNCNFX #19



Daily System Generated Reports 
for Review
 Variable Contract Rate Loans – Pending Rate Change Register

 PPENDC

 Introductory Variable Loan Change Report

 PPENDI

 Variable Contract Rate Loans – Applied Pending Rate Change Register

 PPENDU

 Variable Rate Contract Loans - Applied Payment Change Register

 PPENDU1

 Variable Interest Rate Loan Change Report

 USVIE



Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide deck and a summary of steps will be posted on LenderVP.com 
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